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ABSTRACTWe disuss details of the spetral �tting proedures and algorithms used in deriving line ount rates for the alibrationof AXAF (the Advaned X-ray Astrophysis Faility) during end-to-end testing in the winter and spring of 1996/1997.An approah involving simultaneously �tting both detetor and soure parameters was implemented within XSPEC,a standard x-ray spetral �tting pakage (Arnaud 1996).Theoretial and pratial diÆulties in �tting spetra taken with Flow Proportional Counters (FPC) and SolidState Detetors (SSD) will be disussed, inluding both e�ets inorporated into the numerial model, and thosewhih must be estimated outside the model.Sensitivity of the parameter of interest, the ounts in a strong line in the spetrum, to hanges and errors in theother �t parameters is explored. The impat of unertainties on the overall absolute AXAF alibration is disussed.Keywords: X-ray optis, Wolter Type-I, AXAF, Calibration, Spetral Fitting1. INTRODUCTIONDuring the time period from 1996 Deember 18 through 1997 April 25, an extensive ground alibration was ondutedon many of the omponents of the Advaned X-ray Astrophysis Faility (AXAF), the next in the series of NASA'sGreat Observatories. The systems tested inlude the High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA), the ObjetiveGratings, and the two ight siene instruments, the ACIS (AXAF CCD Imaging Spetrometer), and the HRC(High Resolution Camera).Phase I of the alibration program onsisted of a alibration of the HRMA and the Gratings using non-ightx-ray detetors. In Phase II of the program, the siene instruments were alibrated with the HRMA and Gratings,forming an end-to-end test of the telesope essentially in the ight on�guration. We report here on the Phase IHRMA alibration, and in partiular on the role that spetral �tting plays in that alibration, and in assessing theunertainties.The X-Ray Calibration Faility (XRCF) at Marshall Spae Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, Alabama, onsistsof a large vauum tank to ontain the mirror and detetors, onneted to an evauated tube over 500 m long. Atthe other end of the tube is an array of x-ray soures, inluding an eletron impat point soure (EIPS), twomonohromators, and a Penning soure.The Phase I detetors in use were those of the HRMA X-ray Detetor System (HXDS). These SAO-provideddetetors inlude seven nearly idential ow proportional ounters (FPC), two germanium solid state detetors (SSD),and one mirohannel plate amera known as the High Speed Imager (HSI). They are arranged as follows: two ofthe FPCs, one SSD, and the HSI are on translation stages at the foal point of the mirror. The FPCs and SSD haveseletable apertures, and the whole assembly an be positioned in three dimensions to within about 2 �m of theOther author information: (Send orrespondene to R.J.E.)R.J.E.: E mail: redgar�head-fa.harvard.edu; Telephone: 617-495-7249; Fax: 617-495-7356Copyright 2002 Soiety of Photo-Optial Instrumentation Engineers.This paper was published in Grazing Inidene and Multilayer X-Ray Optial Systems, Rihard B. Hoover and Arthur B. C. Walker II,Editors, Proeedings of SPIE Vol. 3113, p. 124, and is made available as an eletroni reprint with permission of SPIE. One print oreletroni opy may be made for personal use only. Systemati or multiple reprodution, distribution to multiple loations via eletronior other means, dupliation of any material in this paper for a fee or for ommerial purposes, or modi�ation of the ontent of the paperare prohibited.



desired loation. Four FPC detetors surround the entrane of the HRMA; these are known as Beam NormalizationDetetors at the HRMA (BND-H). One of these detetors an be moved about in the beam to measure the spatialuniformity of the x-ray beam at the telesope entrane. The remaining FPC and SSD are loated muh loser to thesoure, and an likewise be used to monitor the beam's temporal and spatial uniformity.A typial HRMA alibration experiment onsists of exposing a foal plane instrument, and the omplete suiteof six BND detetors, to an x-ray beam simultaneously. Most experiments used the eletron impat point soure(EIPS), beause it produes a substantially higher ux of x-rays than any of the other available soures. Thespetrum, however, onsists of a spetral line (or more than one), whose energy depends on the omposition ofthe anode in the soure, and a Bremsstrahlung ontinuum, extending from low energies to the soure voltage, andmodi�ed somewhat in shape by the presene of a thin �lter of some material between the soure and the detetors.One an measure e�etive areas, for example, by using the BND detetors to measure the x-ray ux at the HRMAentrane, and dividing this into the ount rate in the foal plane detetor. It is most meaningful to do this at a singleenergy, typially the energy of the spetral line in the soure spetrum.This neessitates a proedure for determining the fration of the total measured ounting rate deteted whihonsists of spetral line photons. The proedure must be robust, aurate, stable (for example in ases of low signal-to-noise or strong ontinuum), and suitable for a high degree of automation (as we have over 290,000 pulse-heightspetra to be �t from Phase I alone).2. SPECTRAL DATA REDUCTION FOR AXAF CALIBRATIONThe spetral data delivered by the HRMA X-ray Detetor System (HXDS) onsists of pulse-height spetra (i.e. his-tograms of events vs.pulse-height) with minimal header information ontaining, for example, the start time, the totalexposure time, an estimate of the deadtime, versions of ontrol software that were used, et. Also provided are other�les ontaining experimental details, quik region-of-interest ount rates, and other pertinent information.We have put together a model (alled \JMKmod" for Jahoda-MCammon Kramer model) for the XSPEC x-rayspetral �tting pakage (Arnaud 1996) whih simulates both the soures found at XRCF, and the response of a owproportional ounter (FPC) or solid-state detetor (SSD). It has numerous parameters whih an be tuned to improvethe faithfulness of the model. Some of these represent detetor parameters (high voltage, eletroni gain, Fano fator,et.), while others represent soure spetrum parameters (line energy, high energy uto� for the ontinuum, �lterthiknesses, et.) In general most of the parameters are �xed at theoretial values and only a few are permitted tooat freely during a �t to a given model. The model is disussed in Tsiang et al. (1997; this onferene). The detailsof this model an be found in Tsiang (1997).The usual XSPEC data �tting paradigm works as follows. One has a data �le, onsisting of a pulse heightspetrum from an instrument. One has a `response matrix', whih ontains within it all relevant information aboutthe detetor, inluding the quantum eÆieny as a funtion of energy, and the redistribution of photons of eahenergy into a variety of detetor pulse height hannels. One then takes a theoretial model (a histogram of numberof photons vs. energy), whih an be a funtion of various input parameters suh as temperatures, power law indies,et., and multiplies by the response matrix (whih is mathematially equivalent to the onvolution of the inputspetrum with the detetor response). The resulting model pulse-height distribution an then be ompared withthe data diretly. Model parameters an then be adjusted to make the model �t the data. The inverse problem(i.e. deonvolving the instrumental e�ets from the data) is in general intratable.The present ase, due to unertainties in instrumental parameters, and to neessary adjustments needed to makethe instruments perform well over an energy bandpass two orders of magnitude wide, led us to wish to be able toadjust not only soure parameters during data �tting, but also detetor parameters. We have therefore used a simpleunit diagonal matrix for the XSPEC response matrix (telling XSPEC, in e�et, that we have a perfet detetor),and subsumed the onvolution of the soure spetrum with detetor response into the soure model subroutinewithin XSPEC. This subroutine is known as the JMKmod model, sine it relies on the Jahoda & MCammon (1988)parameterization of proportional ounter performane (generalized to inlude solid state detetors), and inludesamong its suite of soure models narrow lines, a simple Kramer ontinuum of the form (Emax � E)=E where E isthe photon energy, and a synhrotron ontinuum spetrum.



Figure 1. A typial Beam Normalization Detetor Al K-� spetrum, with JMKmod �t. �2� = 1:224.It is important to remember that the objetive of the spetral �t is in most ases to reover the ount ratemeasured by the detetor in the spetral line of interest. One needs to �t the spetrum in order to understand howmuh of the ux in the region of interest (typially a hump in the spetrum) is due to the line, and how muh maybe due to ontinuum x-rays or bakground noise.Our paradigm is that the user �ts a spetrum from a detetor of interest interatively using XSPEC and theJMKmod. When a satisfatory �t is obtained, and the user deides whih parameters should be allowed to hangefrom one spetrum to the next (due, for example to intensity hanges, gain drifts, temperature hanges, et.), atemplate model is saved. This exerise is repeated for eah of the detetors or detetor groups (for example, thefour BND-H detetors an often use the same model) of interest. Then an automated sript an be run to �t allthe spetra for eah detetor in a bath-oriented mode, and report the resulting x-ray ux at the HRMA entrane(from a weighted average of the ux of the seleted BND detetors), the ount rates in line and ontinuum for eahdetetor, and the e�etive area and other quantities of interest that an be derived from the ount rates. The sriptalso obtains information ontained from the HXDS \stage log", whih ontains the positions of all of the movableHXDS equipment at the time of eah x-ray exposure (and some other times). This permits automati identi�ationof the aperture in use in the foal plane, and its position relative to the last-known position of the fous.



Figure 2. A Double Crystal Monohromator spetrum, with a three-line JMKmod �t.3. FITTING PROCEDUREWe plot in Figure 1 a typial data set, and the �t we obtained, as well as the residuals from the �t. This is aspetrum produed by the Eletron Impat Point Soure with an aluminum anode installed, and tuned to a beamvoltage of 11.88 kV. There is also a thin (17.8 �m) aluminum �lter in the beam. The resulting spetrum onsists ofthe aluminum K-� line at 1.486 keV, a ontinuum extending out to 11.88 keV due to Bremsstrahlung, and a large\noth" in the spetrum starting abruptly at the aluminum K-edge (1.559 keV), and getting progressively shallowertowards higher energies.The objetive of this �tting proedure is to obtain the ounting rate in the Al K-� spetral line. There are 53parameters in the JMKmod model. The vast majority of these an be set to values obtained from the experimentdesign, the faility data (e.g. temperatures, maximum ontinuum photon energy, line energy), �xed, and forgotten.Typially the FPC gains were adjusted depending on the target line energy, to keep the line width roughly onstantin pulse height bins. This also allows very low energy lines suh as Be, B, and C K-� to be deteted by the samedetetors as high energy lines suh as Fe and Cu K-�. The ounter gain is a parameter of the model, whih an beestimated based on the experiment setup, and then �t to the data (sine it also depends on suh fators as the gastemperature and pressure). The relative strengths of the line or lines and the ontinuum are parameters whih anbe frozen or �t. Finally, there are a luster of detetor parameters whih govern the line shape (the Fano fator andthe `h' width parameter from the Polya funtion seondary eletron spetrum hange the width of the peak); and an



Figure 3. A typial foal plane Flow Proportional Counter Fe K-� spetrum, with JMKmod �t. �2� = 1:031.empirial `shelf' apability, whih allows for the modeling of partial harge olletion. This e�et is responsible forthe horizontal setion of the pulse height spetrum to the left of the main peak.We �nd several unexpeted faility e�ets in the data. One is a small amount of exess ux just above thealuminum edge energy. We suspet this is due to possible pinholes in the aluminum �lters. Alternatively, this maybe due to unmodeled detetor e�ets, suh as argon K-� esape from ontinuum events above 3 keV. Another failitye�et is that the high voltage we obtain by �tting the ontinuum spetrum often di�ers from the intended value byup to 10%.In order to demonstrate the validity of the model desriptions of the line pro�les, we inlude as �gure 2 a datasettaken with the Double Crystal Monohromator, tuned to 1.7 keV. An inspetion of the �gure shows two higherorders, at twie and three times the advertised energy. We �t this spetrum to a JMKmod model onsisting ofthree lines whose energies were onstrained to be integral multiples of 1.7 keV. We disabled the ontinuum setionof the ode, but inluded the empirial \shelf," whih allows for partial harge olletion to be modeled. This e�etmanifests itself as a horizontal signal below the lowest energy peak. We also inluded a bakground, at as a funtionof pulse height, at the 1:0� 10�3 ounts s�1hannel�1 level. As the �gure demonstrates, the model �ts niely, with�2� = 0:925 and residuals onsistent with noise.As another example, we show in Figure 3 an iron K-� spetrum taken with the foal plane detetor. X-rayphotons with energies above about 12 keV are not reeted by the AXAF mirror, so we have allowed the model



parameter whih represents the high energy uto� of the spetrum to oat, and obtained a value of 13.4 keV (to beompared to the atual soure spetrum's high energy uto� of 36 keV before the mirror reetion).The peak around pulse height hannel 200 is the Fe K-� line, whih has an energy of 6.4 keV. A manganese �lterabsorbs Fe K-� photons. At a pulse height of around 110 hannels, the argon esape peak is visible. This peakresults when 2.96 keV of energy are lost from the ounter in the form of an Ar K-� photon. In this model, it is �tas a separate spetral line, with the energy onstrained to be 2.96 keV less than the main peak. Also visible are ashelf, below the esape peak, a bit of ontinuum between the peaks, and more ontinuum above the manganese Kedge around pulse height hannel 250.There is some tension in the �t between the ontinuum level at high energies and that between the main andesape peaks. When �tting beam normalization detetor spetra, this e�et an be quite pronouned, resultingin poor �ts. We are investigating the ause of this e�et, whih tends to ause the model to underestimate theontinuum ux above the edge. As explained below, we �nd that the e�et of this on the measured line ount rateis small. 4. IGNORED EFFECTSThere are numerous e�ets to be aounted for in suh a �tting proedure. Here is a list of those we have done onlyapproximately, with an estimated bias or error at the few perent level for eah. They are disussed one by onebelow.� The �ts are done by minimizing the �2 statisti.� No bakground subtration is done.� No orretion is made for the mesh in the foal plane FPC window.� Deadtime is estimated by the detetor software, and we use this estimate.� We have assumed that the quantum eÆieny of all of the ow proportional ounter detetors is idential.� We assume the EIPS beam is uniform at the HRMA entrane, and estimate the ux by a straight average ofthe four BND-H detetors.In ases where there are few ounts per hannel, the �2 statisti, with its built-in assumptions of Gaussiandistributed errors, is both inappropriate and biased (Bevington & Robinson, 1992). A more appropriate statisti,based on maximum likelihood arguments and the Poisson distribution is disussed by Cash (1979), and Nousek andShue (1989). This statisti is implemented within XSPEC, and only tehnial details of learning how to use theerrors it generates prevent us from using it exlusively. We have veri�ed that in ases with many ounts per hannelthis C-statisti produes omparable results to the onventional �2 method.For the Enirled Energy experiments, the ount rates are orders of magnitude above bakground in every ase.Therefore, for these ases, bakground subtration or modeling will not be a signi�ant e�et. For wing san spetra,sine they are taken far from the ore of the point spread funtion, and so have very low uxes, this will be important.In those ases, beause of poor statistis in the bakground spetra, we eleted to �t a funtion (often a power lawplus Gaussian ombination) to the bakground spetrum, and then use this funtion (with no free parameters) as aomponent in �tting the x-ray spetra. This deision was driven in part by a feature of XSPEC whih makes use ofthe C-statisti (see previous paragraph) inompatible with bakground subtration. It also eliminates the need todeal with hannels whih, due to statistial utuations, would have a negative ount rate if bakground subtrationwere done.The FPC detetors have a mesh of 100 miron wires on 2 mm enters to support their plasti windows againstthe pressure di�erential. For the BND detetors, whih are uniformly illuminated, we have redued the working areaby the fration of the geometrial area obsured by this mesh. For the foal plane detetor, a foused, on-axis imagewill �t within a single mesh ell, and an e�ort was made to plae the foused image at the enter of suh a mesh ell.Mesh obsuration is thought to be small in most ases. Proper aounting for this e�et will ultimately be done bya ray trae.



The ratio of the quantum eÆienies of the detetors should ome into the e�etive area. We have assumed thatthe detetors are idential, and so that this ratio is unity. Eventually the details of window thiknesses and ounterbody dimensions will need to be aounted for. We estimate this e�et to be at the level of a few perent or below,exept possibly at very low energies (i.e. the Be and B K-� lines). Ultimately the detetors will eah be alibratedat BESSY, and absolute quantum eÆieny alibrations will be used.Detetor dead time is estimated by the detetor operating software using a Gedke-Hale tehnique, and we adoptthis estimate (whih is reorded in eah raw spetral �le header). An eletroni pulser input was inluded in nearlyall spetra, and a omparison of pulses injeted to pulses deteted will allow a more aurate dead time orretion.We believe this e�et is of the order of a perent.The EIPS appears to present a beam of x-rays whih is uniform at the 2% level or better at the HRMA entrane.Extensive beam mapping e�orts were undertaken, and further analysis of these data is underway.In addition, no preise faility distane numbers (e.g. distanes from x-ray soures to detetors or the HRMA)were available at this time, so estimates were used. In most ases, errors thus introdued were less than about 0.5%for eah of the e�ets enumerated above.5. SENSITIVITY STUDIESWe have onduted studies to assess the e�ets on the target measurement (the ount rate in a strong spetral line)of hanges in the �tted values of other parameters in the �t. One suh study was onduted by �tting data takensimultaneously by the �ve beam normalization FPC detetors and the beam normalization SSD. The ratios of theux obtained were then ompared to the ratio expeted from simple geometri arguments, i.e. presuming the beamis uniform, the ratio is just the ratio of aperture areas over the ratio of the squares of the soure distanes. Aountmust also be taken for the 90.25% transmission of the window support mesh in the FPCs. When this is done, we �ndagreement to within 2% at Al K-�. The agreement is somewhat worse at low energies (suh as B and C K-�), andat high energies (Fe K-� and above). This is probably a real e�et, namely a di�erene in the quantum eÆieny(QE) among the BND detetors. We look forward to synhrotron alibrations of the detetors, in whih the QE ofeah detetor will be measured at a variety of energies.Another �tting e�et that potentially impats the auray of the line ount rate in the foal plane detetors isthat the mirror reetivity is a funtion of photon energy. In those ases where the ontinuum high-energy uto� isabove that of the mirror, we typially allow the model parameter that represents this uto� energy to oat duringthe �t, and settle to a �titious lower value, in order to �t the (mirror modi�ed) ontinuum. Satisfatory �ts anbe obtained in most ases in this manner. When the atual mirror e�etive area is known, a \�lter" an be insertedinto the model, whih will modify the spetrum aordingly, and this pratie will no longer be required.In order to assess the e�ets of this lowering of the ontinuum high energy uto�, we obtained line ountingrates for various �xed values of the high energy ontinuum uto� parameter. We �nd that, while the redued �2 issubstantially worse for the \wrong" value of this parameter, the �tted value of the line ounting rate remains thesame, to within 0.7%.We also �nd that either of the line width parameters for the FPC �ts, the Fano fator and the Polya h parameter,an be used to �t the line width, with omparable results both in terms of �2 and the �tted line ounting rate. Inthis ase, the ounting rate is the same to within 0.03%.These studies were onduted with high signal-to-noise ratio spetra, generally at the C and Al K-� lines, soas to assess the e�ets of model parameters on the line ount rate, in the absene of onfusion generated by poorstatistis. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThis work was supported by the AXAF Mission Support ontrat, number NAS8 40224.
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